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Trinity Consultants and Sierra Research Announce Intent to Merge

International environmental consulting firm Trinity Consultants and Sacramento-based Sierra
Research have agreed in principle to merge, to provide enhanced air quality consulting and
pollution control research and engineering to clients.

(PRWEB) August 15, 2014 -- Trinity Consultants, Inc., an international environmental consulting firm that
specializes in industrial air quality issues, and Sierra Research, an air quality and pollution control research and
engineering firm, announce an agreement in principle to merge this year. The merger will enhance client
service with a wide variety of engineering, testing, modeling, and analytical expertise related to air quality
planning, permitting, and compliance. Both companies assist industrial sector clients with air quality
regulations and compliance management; additionally, Sierra serves public and private sector clients with a
wide range of vehicle ,fuel and air quality planning support.

Paul Greywall, Trinity’s Director of Business Development commented on why the merger makes sense.
“Although both companies have a strong air quality focus, we each bring somewhat different skills to the
market. The Sierra team’s deep knowledge of mobile air emissions sources, the California market, and state air
quality planning programs are synergistic to Trinity’s long-term growth plans. We believe Sierra and Trinity’s
clients will benefit from our combined resources and expertise.”

According to Gary Rubenstein, a founding Partner at Sierra, “Trinity’s strong senior management team and its
broad geographic footprint are especially appealing. This transaction will facilitate expanding Sierra’s unique
skill set across a broader geographic area while retaining our air quality focus. We are excited about the
additional resources available to both our clients and our staff.”

Background on Trinity Consultants
Founded in 1974 in Dallas, Texas, Trinity operates in more than 40 locations across the U.S. and in Canada, the
U.K., China, and the Middle East. Trinity supports mostly industrial facilities with regulatory environmental
compliance, specializing in air quality permitting and compliance management. In addition to environmental
consulting Trinity’s divisions provide environmental modeling software (BREEZE®), implement technology
solutions for EH&S information management (T3®), provide professional EH&S training, support EH&S
staffing needs (On Demand Environmental), and assist the life sciences industries with occupational health
science and toxicology (SafeBridge Consultants®).

Background on Sierra Research
Sierra Research was founded in 1981 and is a leading consulting firm in the field of air quality and air pollution
control. Sierra provides air quality regulatory permitting and compliance support for industrial clients, assists
vehicle and engine manufacturers and fuel suppliers with certification and regulatory compliance, designs and
evaluates vehicle emissions inspection programs, and conducts research and analysis related to air quality
planning and emissions control measure development for private and public sector clients, including vehicle
fuel economy and emissions modeling, and greenhouse gas emissions assessments. Sierra has offices in
Sacramento, California and Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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Contact Information
Laura Redmon
TRINITY CONSULTANTS
http://trinityconsultants.com
+1 (972) 661-8100

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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